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  When the environment occlusion was . -- Adds "make infinite" and "make offset" commands to make it easier to link entities together, which are now in the Entity Editor, and removed from the Build window. Also, "make offset" now has an optional range parameter. This allows the offset entity to be placed at any point within the range. -- Add auto-selectable "create seeder" command to the config
menu to allow the seeder to automatically be selected when the map is loaded, or any "entity" preset is selected. -- Add "substitute" command to the config menu to allow the original "template" to be replaced with a custom entity. This allows for creating many different objects using the same template. -- Adds "queue" command to the config menu to allow the seeder to be automatically put in a

"queue" when created. -- Add "copy entity presets" command to the config menu to allow the entity presets to be copied and stored in the clipboard. -- Add "entity preset" category to the Build window to make it easier to drag and drop entity presets. -- Add "reload from file" to the config menu to reload the entity preset from the "assets/prefs.plist" file. -- The "add entity" menu now has an "advanced"
tab, which allows the user to specify the frame rate of the entity (ie, a max of 1 or 0.1 in the screen-time field). -- The "batch add entity" command now has an "advanced" tab. This allows the user to specify the frame rate of the entities added in the batch. -- The "mass add entity" command now has an "advanced" tab. This allows the user to specify the frame rate of the entities added in the batch. --

Added "mark as incomplete" command to the config menu to hide an unfinished entity. -- Added "show unfinished entities" command to the config menu to make it easier to see unfinished entities. -- The "find" window now has an "advanced" tab to allow for more advanced text searching. -- Added "jiggle" to the config menu to jiggle the entity. -- Added "jiggle offset" command to the config menu
to allow the user to jiggle the entity around at an offset. -- Added "j 82157476af
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